PROGRAMME:

SEMINAR ON OPEN ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE IN THE SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

24 OCTOBER 2011

09:30 – 10:00  Registration & Coffee
10:00 – 10:10  Official opening: Prof HR Hay Vice Rector: Academic
10:10 – 11:00  Keynote address: Prof P de Villiers: Open Access Publishing - some inconvenient truths
11:00 – 11:20  Me S Veldsman: Strategic approach to research publishing in South Africa
11:25 – 11:55  Me I Smith: Going for gold - opportunities for universities to open up their research
12:00 – 12:20  Me M Hammes: Open Access - a win-win campus game.
12:25 – 12:55  Dr L Hoffman (editor: Acta Theologica): Open access, citation rates and other mystical numbers: A case study in Theology
13:00 – 13:10  Signing of Declaration: Prof J Jansen
13:10 – 14:00  Lunch
14:00 – 14:20  Me E Olivier: The Jonathan Jansen Collection and beyond
14:25 – 14:55  Mr W van Zyl (Sun Media): Changes in the publishing world with the shift to open access publishing
15:00 – 15:20  Discussion and questions